
 
 The role of training organisations is major, and more specifically training
organisations approved for the training of Mediators. This is why we thought that, in
parallel to the interventions expected during the congress, a "Training Village" could
be organised so that training offers could be presented, but also that debates could
be organised in the form of forums on themes related to the training of mediators. 
 
 
In this respect, we invite those involved in training to enrich this congress and to
appreciate the reflections and thematic approaches of practitioners, researchers,
trainers, etc.
 
The objective of the Training Village is to animate a common reflection in the form of
a forum that does not have an academic aim. The ambition is to provoke exchanges,
to exchange points of view, to build a common voice in line with the White Paper on
Mediation. The material will be collected in the Book of Proceedings of the Angers
congress.   
 

 

 

 

THE TRAINING V ILLAGE



An "open stage" space will be provided, where contributors will exhibit a subject in the 
form of a five-minute pitch.

Objective
The pitch has the advantage of giving a different dynamic to the workshops and 
plenaries, and offers the possibility to those who could not have expressed themselves in 
another setting to take advantage of an invigorating intervention time, which makes it 
possible to invite the "spectators" to prolong the exchange in another setting, depending 
on the interest that the speaker will have aroused. 

Wednesday 5/02 between 10.30 and 11.00 am
Anne-Catherine SALBERG, 
President of the WSF - SDM Recognition Commission 
A training model in three modules - basic, advanced and specialization

Wednesday 05/02 between 12.30 pm and 2.00 pm 
Stephen BENSIMON, 
Educational Director of IFOMENE 
Of the interest of developing intercultural and international exchanges in mediation

Wednesday 05/02 between 5.30 and 4.00pm
Melanie GERMAIN, 
Responsible for CMAP training 
Mediation in the company

Thursday 06 February between 10.30 and 11.00 am
Annie JOLY, 
Mediator, consultant psychologist and intervener at the CNAM (French National Health

Insurance Fund)
The systemic approach

Thursday 06 February between 12.30 and 2.00 pm
Caroline BUISINE, 
Trainer with France Médiation Peer Mediation in Schools

THE P ITCHES OF THE V ILLAGE 



 
THE WORLD COFFEE  
 
The principle is to create a climate of trust and conviviality to allow exchanges between
participants. The space is organized in tables around which participants are invited to
discuss, debate and come up with proposals. Several
sessions are organized to allow participants to :
to change tables regularly,
to exchange ideas from one table to another,
to complement each other's ideas with those of others (pollination principle aiming at
collective intelligence).
 
THURSDAY 6 FEBRUARY 2.00pm - 3.30pm
Fundamentals of the mediator's posture
 
Host: 
Jean-Christophe LEGENDRE, CFDP Business Innovation Director
 
Knowing:     
Anne-Catherine SALBERG 
President of the WSF - SDM Recognition Commission
Is neutrality a universal invariant of the mediator's posture?
  
Catherine EMMANUEL
Pedagogical Director CEMA
How is the active listening of a mediator different from that of others?
accompanying persons (coaches, counsellors, lawyers, conciliators...) ?
        
Jacqueline MORINEAU 
Mediator, trainer, pioneering founder of the Centre de Médiation et de Formation à la
Médiation (CMFM)
Is Mediation a new humanist?



 TRAINING  VILLAGE PARTNERS
 

 OTHERS EXHIBITORS
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